
FEATURES

•  RWB Series  -  Textured Painted, 19” Wall Rack
The RWB Series of wall mounted racks is designed to hold up to 250 lbs of 
equipment. It comes in various configurations, as a frame only, a frame with side 
panels, a frame with side panels and a steel front door, or a frame with side panels 
and a tinted Plexiglas front door.

Both front doors are equipped with a lock, the side panels are held into place 
with spring latches, a lock kit is available. An optional 4” fan (AEG F4) can be 
mounted to the top of this rack, fan guard is built in. Power bar mount is supplied if 
requested. Top and bottom have a removable rectangular cover to allow wiring or 
k/o attachments for conduit.

This rack has plenty of front and side vents. Clip nuts are provided, and should be 
enough to do the whole rack. If not, nuts are available in packs of 50.

This rack bolts directly to 16” wall studs (hardware not included). You can also  
purchase our quick install cradle which can be pre-installed and wired, pre configure 
the rack at the shop, then bolt the two pieces together at site. There is plenty of 
access to the inside of the rack from the removable side panels. 

19” Racks & Accessories

Wall Rack
RWB Series
Wall Rack, made from steel, for 19” 
equipment, Removable side panels, 
Plexiglas or steel front door
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ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERS SPECIFICATIONS

19” Wall mounted Rack, all steel construction, fully 
assembled or sold as kits, commercial grade.  

RWB Series
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The  RWB wall mounted rack is made from steel, and has a black slightly textured powder coat finish. 
This rack is available in a variety of configurations, the chart above will help you to add the proper 
sizing into this text. This rack is available as a frame only, frame plus side panels, frame plus side 
panels and front steel door, or frame with side panels and front tinted Plexiglas door. Both optional 
front doors are reversable. A top mounted 4” fan is optional, and has the fan guard built in. The front 
and rear rails in this rack accept the 10-32 clip nuts that are included. To mount this rack to the wall, 
either use the 16” centered holes in the back panel (hardware not included)  or use the optional 
AEG Quick install mount. This rack shall accept AEG rack accessories, that are designed for 19” 
mounting centers.  This rack has removable side panels to allow for easy and quick access to the 
wiring of the rack. This rack is fully assembled, or add the part suffix “-KIT” to purchase unassembled.   
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SPECIFICATIONS - OPTIONS

Part No.: Description:
RWB-1220 Metal Wall Rack, 12 rack sp.,20” Dp., no 

side panels or door, just frame.

RWB-1220-ND Metal Wall Rack with side panels, 12 rack 
space, 20” deep, door & fan optional

RWB-1220-SD Metal Wall Rack with side panels, 12 rack 
space, 20” deep, steel door, fan optional

RWB-1220-PD Metal Wall Rack with side panels, 12 rack 
space, 20” deep, Plexi door, fan optional

RWB-SP-1220 Side panels for 1220, locks optional

RWB-PD-12 Tinted 12 space Plexi door, with lock

RWB-SD-12 Steel 12 space door, with lock

RWB-SD-LK lock kit for side panels

RWB-QIB-12 Wall mounted quick install cradle

CN10-C 100 pieces 10-32 clip nuts

CN10-D 500 pieces 10/32 clip nuts

F4 4” fan, 3 foot power cord

RWB-Front 
Optional 

Plexi Door

RWB-XXYY
RWB Rack

RWB 
Removable 
Side Panels

RWB 
Top Fan 
Location RWB Removable 

Wiring Plate, Top 
& Bottom

YY = Rack Depth
XX = Rack Space Height
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